LINDA RIEF

has inspired thousands of practitioners across the nation to lead adolescent students on a journey to becoming lifelong readers and writers. In ReadWriteTeach, she offers the what, how, and why of a year’s worth of reading and writing for middle and high school students with a framework that is as flexible as it is comprehensive. Online companion resources include all of the handouts that Linda uses in her own classroom.

PRAISE FOR ReadWriteTeach

Linda Rief is my teaching hero. ReadWriteTeach is nothing less than a manifesto, Linda’s passionate yet practical account of the transformative goals she sets for her students and the powerful methods she creates to nurture them as “world-ready” writers and readers.

—Nancie Atwell, author of In the Middle

In this long awaited book, we can see what it truly means to have high standards—not ones imposed from above, but ones that come from true engagement. Linda Rief shows us how to tap the passions, angst, and interests of adolescents, and how this driving force can lead students to do amazing work.

—Tom Newkirk, author of The Art of Slow Reading

Meaningful choice can only operate with a system of structures, models, standards, norms, and a culture and values that students actively engage in. Linda exposes all of this scaffolding for readers, allowing us to imitate her practice to deeply engage students.

—Penny Kittle, author of Book Love
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**Adolescent Literacy: Turning Promise into Practice** (co-author)
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**Vision & Voice**
*Extending the Literacy Spectrum*

**All That Matters**
*What Is It We Value in School and Beyond?* (co-editor)

Linda Rief teaches 8th grade Language Arts at the Oyster River Middle School in Durham, NH. She is also an instructor at the University of New Hampshire’s summer literacy institute and Northeastern University’s summer institute. She is a past recipient of NCTE’s Richard W. Halle Award as well as the Edwin A. Hoey Award for Outstanding Middle School Educator in English/Language Arts.